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Abstract. This paper studies the mechanism that leads to the reduction of frictional soil
reaction forces during pile driving, termed friction fatigue. We focus on axial vibratory driving,
an environmentally friendly monopile installation method, and examine two friction fatigue
formulations, i.e. a penetration-based and a cyclic memory mechanism. Friction fatigue plays a
pivotal role in pile drivability and post-installation bearing capacity for piles installed via axial
vibratory driving. Through numerical analyses and validation against field data from onshore
experiments, the efficacy of these memory mechanisms is assessed. The results reveal that the
proposed cyclic memory mechanism provides consistently more accurate predictions than the
corresponding penetration-based approach, offering a promising option for modelling friction
fatigue in vibratory driving. This study advances our understanding of friction fatigue in the
context of vibratory driving for offshore monopile installation, emphasizing the need for further
numerical and experimental works in this topic.

1. Introduction
The installation of foundations for offshore wind turbines (OWTs) is a challenging operation
during the construction of offshore wind farms. At present, the monopile concept comprises
the majority of bottom-fixed OWT foundations globally, due to their simplicity and robustness
compared to the other foundation options [1]. Furthermore, pile installation is also of interest to
floating wind turbines deployed in deeper waters, where pile-type anchors are among the main
foundation types [2]. These substructures are customarily tubular assemblages of cylindrical and
conical segments, which are predominantly installed in the seabed by means of impact hammers
[3]. The previous method is a robust technique, yet it generates high levels of underwater noise
that pose a major environmental problem and have adverse effects on aquatic species [4]. As a
response to this concern, alternative installation methods are increasingly gaining traction, with
the offshore wind sector investigating the feasibility of more environmentally friendly solutions
for monopile driving.

Vibratory driving is a well-known and established technique for installation of tubular and
sheet piles, that is widely used in onshore construction projects [5, 6]. This installation technique
is based on the application of axial excitation at the pile head - customarily via counter-rotating
eccentric masses - forcing the pile into the ground and up to the target penetration depth. It
is considered an efficient alternative to impact piling due to higher installation rates, lower pile
stresses (and associated fatigue) and emitted noise. However, the limited experience with the
vibro-driving method in offshore conditions requires significant efforts to address open research
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questions by means of numerical and experimental works. In the process of pile installation, the
physical mechanism that leads to the reduction of soil friction along the shaft during driving is
commonly termed ”friction fatigue”. Friction fatigue is a common concept among the different
pile driving methods [7, 8, 9], yet the exact mechanism presumably differs among the various
driving methods due to the dissimilar nature of the imposed soil stress state. In the case of
vibratory driving, comprehension of friction fatigue is of major significance to quantify reliably
the pile drivability and the post-installation bearing capacity [9]. Furthermore, we wish to
bring attention to the concept of friction fatigue from another perspective, i.e. the underwater
noise emissions during vibro-driving of offshore monopiles. In particular, the non-linear pile-
soil coupling affects heavily the underwater noise field [10], thus rendering friction fatigue an
essential component for its prediction.

The present paper explores potential mechanical descriptions that can capture the
phenomenon of friction fatigue for the process of axial vibratory driving. In particular, a
normalized penetration-based and a cyclic memory mechanism are formulated; their distinction
is based on the state parameter that controls the rate of friction reduction, i.e. normalized
penetration and number of loading cycles. The friction fatigue mechanism is applied to the
pile-soil interface, which is based on Coulomb’s friction. Furthermore, the vibro-driving model
is comprised by a thin cylindrical shell and a linear elastic layered half-space coupled through
the frictional interface and a non-linear tip reaction model [11]. Based on numerical analyses,
the cyclic formulation presents a more favourable comparison with penetration measurements,
showcasing its better suitability in qualitative and quantitative terms. The present model
provides an effective engineering-oriented approach accounting for friction fatigue in vibro-
driving and its formulation favours further development given the inflow of new experimental
data.

Figure 1: Medium-scale pile installation tests in an onshore sandy site.

2. Numerical modelling of vibratory pile driving
The description of the numerical model is presented in this section. Specifically, a modelling
framework is employed, that is suitable for vibratory driving under axial and/or torsional
excitation, thus addressing also a new pile installation technique termed ”Gentle Driving of
Piles” (GDP) [12]; the associated installation tests for model validation are shown in Fig. 1.
Without further delay, the components of the preceding pile driving model (see Fig. 2) are as
follows:
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• a thin cylindrical shell based on the Love-Timoshenko theory [13, 14]; a semi-analytical
finite element (SAFE) approach is used to model the cylindrical shell [11].

• a linear elastic layered half-space description is employed for the soil medium, modelled
via the Thin-Layer Method (TLM) coupled with Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) to
approximate the underlying half-space [15]. The Green’s functions of this system are
computed for ring sources in the frequency domain [16] and utilized in a hybrid frequency-
time scheme based on the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM) [17].

• a CPT-based history-dependent non-linear interface between pile and soil along the shaft,
based on Coulomb’s friction law. A memory mechanism is incorporated that allows for
the degradation of the friction amplitude as a function of a state parameter (described in
Section 3) at a soil material point; this is an effective mechanism that accounts for the
phenomenon of friction fatigue. Finally, a visco-elasto-plastic tip reaction model is used
at the pile tip based on spring-dashpot values obtained from the 3-D soil continuum and
plastic resistance characterized by the CPT measurements.

As regards the pile, a thin cylindrical shell is considered with wall thickness hp, length Lp

and mid-surface radius Rp based on the Love-Timoshenko theory. The shell material is linear
isotropic elastic with Young’s modulus Ep, Poisson’s ratio νp and mass density ρp. Based on
the SAFE method, the respective equations of motion read [11]:

Ip
d2up

dt2
+ Lpup = pp (1)

where Ip is the shell mass matrix, Lp is the shell stiffness matrix, up is the displacement/rotation
vector and pp is the vector of consistent line forces/moments. It is remarked that the process
of pile installation is considered axisymmetric. Furthermore, the line force/moment vector
encompasses both the non-linear pile-soil interaction forces and the external input load. Finally,
the pile displacement/rotation vector up and the line force/moment vector pp read:

up =

 u
w
βz

 , pp =
1

2πRp

 pz,p

pr,p

mzz,p

 (2)

The soil medium is considered a linear elastic layered half-space and modelled via the
TLM+PMLs. By means of this approach, the Green’s functions for ring sources are computed
in the frequency-space domain and expressed as follows [18]:

ũs =

[
ũr,s

ũz,s

]
=

[
F̃rr F̃rz

F̃zr F̃zz

][
p̃r,s

p̃z,s

]
(3)

where ũr,s, ũz,s are the vectors of soil displacements and p̃r,s, p̃z,s are the vectors of ring loads in

the indicated directions. The dynamic flexibility matrix is comprised by the sub-matrices F̃rr,
F̃rz, F̃zr and F̃zz in the frequency-space domain.

The pile-soil coupling is realized through compatibility of applied tractions between pile and
soil in all directions and continuity of radial displacements only; the vertical displacements of pile
and soil differ such that sliding and thus pile penetration can be achieved. The shaft friction is
described according to a history-dependent Coulomb friction model. In particular, a hyperbolic
tangent regularization of Coulomb friction is employed for computational purposes [19]:

p(i)z,s = −p(i)z,p = f
(i)
s,ultl

(i) tanh

 1

vtol

∂u(i)p

∂t
− ∂u

(i)
z,s

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
r=Rp

 (4)
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Figure 2: Model of a tubular pile installation in a layered soil medium via axial vibratory driving.

where vtol denotes a velocity tolerance parameter, l(i) is the influence length obtained from the

finite element projection and f
(i)
s,ult is the amplitude of the static (and kinetic) friction. The

pile-soil coupling is completed with the tip reaction, which is expressed as:

p(t)z,s = −p(t)z,p =


kt(u

(t)
p − upl) + ct

∂u
(t)
p

∂t
, |kt(u(t)p − upl)| < ft,ulthp

ft,ulthp sgn

(
∂u

(t)
p

∂t

)
+ ct

∂u
(t)
p

∂t
, |kt(u(t)p − upl)| = ft,ulthp

(5)

where upl is the plastic tip displacement, ft,ult is the plastic tip resistance, whereas the stiffness
and damping coefficients are defined as kt and ct, respectively. These coefficients are extracted
from the soil dynamic stiffness matrix K̃s, obtained via inversion of the flexibility matrix F̃s.

Finally, the numerical solution of the full problem is obtained by means of sequential
application of the Alternating Frequency-Time (AFT) Harmonic Balance Method (HBM) [20].
A more detailed description of the numerical solution method - as well as of the complete
modelling framework - is given in [11] and will be omitted for the sake of brevity.

3. Friction fatigue modelling in vibratory pile driving via a memory mechanism
The gradual decrease of the ultimate shaft friction at a fixed (spatially) soil material point is
occurring during different pile driving methods and is not met solely in vibratory installation.
Heerema [7] observed that pile progression was accompanied by shaft friction reduction during
impact piling tests in clay and termed this phenomenon ”friction fatigue”. Subsequently, a
mechanism was proposed to describe friction fatigue based on the distance between the pile
tip and the considered soil horizon, whereas the phenomenon was attributed to the decrease of
horizontal soil stresses [7]. The reduction of radial effective stresses was also reported during
jacking experiments and the ratio h/R was identified as the control parameter[21, 22]; parameters
h and R being the distance of a soil material point from the pile tip and the pile radius,
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respectively. Sheng et al. [23] also verified the h/R effect in pile jacking via advanced FE
simulations and found that the radial stress decrease above the tip level due to soil softening
around the pile. Friction fatigue has been further considered in studies related to axial pile
capacity [24, 25, 26].

Evidently, friction fatigue has received appreciable attention in various works related to pile
foundations, yet there are limited studies and field observations on this topic in the context of
vibratory driving. White and Lehane [8] conducted installation tests of centrifuge model piles
including, among other techniques, a two-way cyclic jacked installation and its effect on the
penetration process. It was found that shaft friction degradation had a better correlation with
the number of cycles accumulated at a fixed soil material point than with the normalized distance
from the tip (i.e. h/R). In a recent experimental campaign focused on vibratory pile installation
tests, Moriyasu et al. [9] also reported findings that support this consideration, showing that the
number of accumulated cycles is a more suitable control parameter than the h/R ratio. Based on
the preceding findings, we proceed to formulate a history-dependent Coulomb friction law that
accounts for shaft friction degradation, while retaining the number of state parameters as low
as possible. To further investigate the plausibility of a normalized distance-based mechanism of
friction reduction, the associated formulation reads as follows:

f
(i)
s,ult = f

(i)
s,0

(
β∞ + (1− β∞)e−cDl

(i)
D

)
(6)

where β∞ is the ratio of the ultimately degraded friction amplitude to the initial one (f
(i)
s,0), l

(i)
D is

the normalized distance of the soil interface (i) from the pile tip - normalized by the pile radius -
and cD is the memory parameter that controls the rate of degradation. It is noted that a similar
formulation has been proposed for the axial capacity of piles driven in sand by Randolph et al.
[27]. As can be understood, this model can be applied to other installation methods as well,
presumably with different values for the proposed parameters. However, this statement does not
hold for the ensuing cyclic memory that is governed by the number of loading cycles, implying
a dynamic installation method with harmonic/periodic input. Accordingly, the mathematical
expression of the cyclic memory mechanism for friction fatigue reads:

f
(i)
s,ult = f

(i)
s,0

(
β∞ + (1− β∞)e−cNN

(i)
cycl

)
(7)

whereas f
(i)
s,0 and β∞ have the same definitions as in the case of the distance-based mechanism

and cN is a memory parameter that controls the rate of degradation based on the number of

loading cycles N
(i)
cycl accumulated at the soil interface (i) during driving. Therefore, in both

mechanisms pile penetration leads to reduction of the friction force at soil material points in
contact with the pile, yet this reduction is governed by dissimilar state variables leading to
quantitative as well as qualitative discrepancies as will be shown in the Section 4.

Naturally, the proposed memory mechanisms are effective mechanical models and additional
parameter dependencies may be important for further model refinement, e.g. driving frequency,
loading amplitude and specific soil properties. A combination of experimental and numerical
studies is necessary to comprehend the physical mechanisms underlying this phenomenon and
allow to formulate efficient models for engineering use.

4. Numerical results and field data
In this section, the numerical results for the two different friction fatigue mechanisms are
compared against field data from a medium-scale onshore test campaign [28]. The properties
of the tubular vibro-driven pile from the GDP field campaign are given in Table 1. The
experimental site comprised very dense to medium-dense sand and the water table ranged
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between 3.5 m and 4.5 m below the ground surface. Furthermore, the soil properties
were characterized by means of Seismic Cone Penetration Tests with pore water pressure
measurements (SCPTu) up to a target depth of 10 m. The measured profiles of cone tip resistance
(qc), relative density (Dr) and shear wave velocity (cS) are displayed in Fig. 3. Regarding the
input excitation, the axial input load is inferred from strain measurements recorded during
installation via fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors at the pile head and is distributed uniformly
along the circumference (see Fig. 4). It is remarked that the fundamental driving frequency was
equal to f = 24.8 Hz. Finally, frequency-independent hysteretic damping is considered for both
pile and soil in numerical analyses, with ratios ξp = 0.001 and ξs = 0.025 (identical for P- and
S-waves), respectively.

Table 1: Properties of the vibro-driven pile.

Ep [Pa] νp [-] ρp [kg/m3] Lp [m] Rp [m] hp [m]

210·109 0.3 7850 10 0.373 0.0159

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Profile of (a) cone tip resistance (qc), (b) relative density (Dr), and (c) shear wave
velocity (cS) obtained from the SCPTu’s.

In Fig. 5, the penetration predictions for the cyclic memory model are presented next to the
penetration measurements; the latter are measured by two different set-ups, i.e. a potentiometer
(PM) and a manual logging system (DL). As can be seen, the best match with the field data
is found for cN = 0.0004. However, it is noted that the other two predictions are also of added
value, as they provide an upper and a lower bound and also follow qualitatively the penetration
profile to a large extent. On the other hand, the predictions for the case of distance-based
memory mechanism are shown in Fig. 6. It is apparent that the penetration profiles are not
as accurate compared to the cyclic mechanism; for cD values outside the present range the
deviation was found to be even larger. Furthermore, another observation is that the predictions
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Figure 4: Axial line force inferred from the FBG strain measurements at the pile head.

provided in this case deviate from the measured penetration profile not only quantitatively, but
also in qualitative terms. To summarize these results, the mean absolute error (MAE) of the
penetration rate is provided in Table 2, showcasing that the cyclic formulation leads consistently
to more reliable predictions than the normalized distance-based mechanism.

Figure 5: Comparison of vibratory installation model predictions with cyclic memory mechanism
against penetration data measured by a potentiometer (PM) and the driving logging system
(DL).

Overall, the cyclic memory mechanism (Fig. 5) leads to more accurate results in both
quantitative and qualitative terms, whereas the normalized distance-based mechanism (Fig. 6)
contradicts the field observations by predicting a monotonically increasing penetration rate. The
cyclic mechanism appears more suitable, as it also provides upper and lower bound predictions,
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Figure 6: Comparison of vibratory installation model predictions with normalized distance-
based memory mechanism against penetration data measured by a potentiometer (PM) and the
driving logging system (DL).

Table 2: Mean absolute error (MAE) of penetration rate for the different memory mechanisms
and control parameters.

cN = 3 · 10−4 cN = 4 · 10−4 cN = 5 · 10−4 cD = 0.8Rp cD = 0.9Rp cD = Rp

MAE [mm/s] 11.65 10.72 12.72 17.27 25.05 28.19

thus being advantageous for engineering design purposes. It is remarked that similar results
and strong correlation of friction fatigue with loading cycles has been found in pseudo-dynamic
installation tests of centrifuge model piles by [8]. The body of observations for vibratory-driven
piles is still scarce, so additional field data are necessary to consider such findings conclusive.
Naturally, the inflow of field data from future experiments will serve to further refine our
approach and to build the confidence needed for an engineering design. Finally, it is remarked
that the presented model has been validated against field data from onshore tests in a sandy soil
site with an upper unsaturated soil layer. Therefore, potential discrepancies from fully water-
saturated conditions - met in the offshore environment - may be expected, pointing towards
calibration refinement of the model with offshore driving data.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a memory-enhanced frictional interface to account for friction fatigue in vibratory
driving has been investigated. In particular, penetration-based and cyclic memory mechanisms
have been formulated and compared against field data from a vibratory-driven pile. The
former mechanism originates in impact hammering and pile jacking, thus it possesses little
to no information about the dynamics of the process. The comparison between the numerical
results and the field data indicates that such a mechanism leads to inadequate predictions
both quantitatively and qualitatively. Conclusively, the proposed cyclic mechanism presents
consistently more accurate results, forming lower and upper prediction bounds and showcasing
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its promising potential for use in engineering practice.
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